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After the War.

[By. Henry Geo. Abrafaamovitch.]

-fThe aim of war is
peace.

'

This saying originated with Bis
mark. While there is nothing
profound in this saying, it yet
bears the impress of a sane

mind, and a sane, healthy mind is

such
_

a_ i-arity
among Statesmen

sionally to come across one. It
is. indeed, an oasis of joy in the
barren desert of mediocrity and
dullness.!* We are then to infer

that battles are fought in order
that peace may come trailing in
their wake ; that war's path is

the only sure way to freedom.
ijuu juutuiig ai mac wnicn is xaK*

ing
;

place to-day it becomes in
creasingly, somewhat strange,
doctrine. In the no-distant past,
a few- favored families, divided
into Tories and Whigs, two
parties scarcely differing from
one another, practically ruled
England. Then: it was being said

that the House of Commons Was
the foremost club in and
it was accordingly arranged that
the members of the same should
never, in the heat of debate,
attack one another in such a

fashion that friendly intercourse

between opponents should be
come quite impossible. I am

ready to admit that in war it is
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a good deal harder to observe the
amenities than in a mere political

u^uakCt jl\jlj iuou auu xuiiiiuot|

comes the consciousness that
after a battlefield encounter the

oppononts are not in a position to
sit down ac a friendly board.
As, whereas the poisoned word
may now and then inflict- some :

pain, it never quite kills, while
the bullet or the bayonet will do
so quite often. It is true that
even soldiers- can be courteous' to

an enemy, and the battlefield has
its own code of etiquette. In the
battle of Fantegia, for instance,
where the French and English
were arrayed against each other,

lere was, we are told, displayed
such a ludicrous degree of cour

tesy that the French soldiers

would respectfully salute the
enemy across the line and cour

teously ask him to please have

the first shot.' But it must be

added that such quixotic cere
monialism was displayed previous
to the actual ecounter, and not

af tewards ; and, besides, that

amusing episode relates to the
long-gone past, the days

-

of
j

knighthood and chivalry, when
j

the practice of warfare was sur-
1

rounded by a halo of nobility
j

and chivilrous conduct. In i

modern times, however, war has
become a science like any other,
which means that at the, present
day you do your. slaughtering- ac-

i

cording to new, well-formulated
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new,

sets of technical rules, and de

stroy your enemy by the precise
rules of geometric theorems.']
The battlefields have become

|

mere workshops, the officeiv

quarters a chemical laboratory,

and the general staff a sort of
university, whence all knowledge
radiates in all directions.

Under such circumstances it

becomes readily evident that
!

there is no room for any ceremonial
acts or considerations ; and I am

also aware that the individual
soldier, that insignificant cog in

the great cumbrous machine
which moves along automatically

without consciousness, will or

thought, sees nothing but his own

spade and gun, and has but two

duties assigned to him, to dig

to ; indeed, why should he think
or worry himself about the future.

For after all it is only the pre

sent moment that concerns him,
the next one may bring him his

death and. simultaneous release
from both responsibility 'and the

care of the future. Yet, riot all

those engaged in the present war

are on the battlefields facing the

enemy's fire. There are, for in

stance, the Cabinet Minister and
their staffs. There are also the
intellectual leaders of men, they
whose duty it is to mould the
public opinion, to create favor
able sentiment, to break down or
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to build up that which they con

sider to be either inimical or

beneficial to the public, welfare ;

in short, they whose utterances
become an article of faith with
the great masses of the people.

And these people did not even

once during the past two years

stop for one moment to think of

the future, or the position of the

opposing nations. They were com

pletely .carried away by the

typhoon of hate and anger. All

this is quite comprehensible.
Yet do these people lack the

excuse of those actually engaged
in battle ? They cannot plead

that their vision was obscured by
the narrow wall of the (battle)

trench which excludes all outside
light, as their horizon is much

broader and clearer ; and if it is

not, it at least ought to have

been. They, at least should have

known that the present hurricane,

no matter how intense and de
structive it blows, will not last

for ever; that the war may

change the face of the earth, but
is auite Dowerless to destroy it;

and that we shall, all of us, have

to keep on living in it for ever

after. How then is it possible

that not a single one of these un

usually clever-visioned people

have asked the question :
'

It is

true that it is our present busi

ness to kill and burn and destroy,

as we must be victorious at any

about the
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cost. But what

future ?' And really, what about
the future ? In what manner of
fashioVi will all

'

those who now
try so hard to destroy each other,
be able to live in neighbourly
proximity to one another should
they survive the present massa
cre. For peace, no matter rm

whatsoever terms it is to be, will
have ultimately to come, and
then the question which I .sug
gested to-day' will stand facing
them in all its ghastly reality anc
meaning.


